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OBSERVATIONS ON THE FIELD
BY R. T. TATUM

I

1f

More than four hundred teachers in the
FERA Schools in Texas were in attendance
at a special course of training at Prairie
View State College. A course for teacher
training of four weeks' duration was held
for them. Among the instructors of the fac~
ulty who teach in the public schools of Texas were H. B. Pemberton, Jr., principal
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Harlee Elementary School, Dallas, Q. B.
Mitchell, San Antonio, Mrs. Harper-Young,
San Antonio and R. T. Tatum, Beaumont.
Visiting professors from other Texas Colleges
were 0. W. Crump, Wiley College, and Dean
Redd, Texas College, Tyler. T. L. Holley,
San Antonio, was co-ordinator.
J. H. Rowe, principal Jasper High School,
was conferred the degree of bachelor of arts
at Prairie View College at the Summer Convocation.
Beaumont teachers who were conferred
degrees at Prairie View College Summer
Convocation this year are: Miss Esther T.
Jones, Mrs. Ethel Hunt, Miss Luvenia Cormier, Harvey Thomas and A- L. Price. Mn.
Elsie B. Criner was con£erred a bachelor of
arts degree by Samuel Huston while L. F.
Dorsey was conferred a bachelor of arts degree by Tillotson. Mary Peary Tolson was
conferred the degree of bachelor of arts by
Wiley College.
Powdrill Rowe, an alumnus of Prairie
View College, has been appointed superintendent of the Colored Orphanage at Gilmer.
J. D. Martin, an alumnus of Prairie View
College, has been reappointed superintendent
of the Deaf, Dumb and Blind Institute for
Neg-roes. The institution is located in Austin,
Texas. Superintendent_ Martin has been the
executive of the institution for many yean.
Preston Valien, who received his secondary
training at Charlton-Pollard High School,
Beaumont. and his undergraduate training at
Prairie View State College, was con£erred
the degree of master of arts at th_e Spring
Convocation of the University of Wisconsin.
Dr. R. Nathaniel Dett, formerly _of Hampton Instit,,te. is the new director of music
at Samuel Huston College, Austin.
H. T. Wise, formerl y principal of P~lestine
Hfoh Srhool. has been r,lected nriricipal of
the .Tar.kson High School. Corsicana. :
Dr. M. W. Dogan. veteran educat~r and
nresident of Wiley Colle!!e, was an-pointed
to rnwP.sent Governor Allred at the ·-California F.xnosition which was recently held
in San Die~o. California.
Prairie View State · College ~e-port~ - the
largest freshman college class in the history
of the institution. The many new and help-
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ful features instituted at Prairie View College by Principal Banks have met the approval of Texas educ.ators. Principal_ B~nks
was prominently mentioned for th_e prmc1palship of Tuskegee 'Institute. Texas citizens are
pleased to have him remain at Prairie fiew.

Professor F. R. Rice, Austin and T. H. Warren, Galveston, Columbia University.
Miss Ruby Rusy, the efficient office assistant at Prairie View College, was granted the
degree of master of arts by the University
of Cincinnati at the Spring Convocation.

Thomas L. Holley has done some creditable work in his official capacity with the
FERA teachers in Texas.

Melvin J. Banks, head of the Department
of Social Science, Bishop College, has resumed his duties as an instructor in that .institution. He was on a Sabbatical leave for
one year during which time he did advanced
study in the social sciences.

President Rhoads, of Bishop College, has
been successful in having a modernly equipped gymnasium planned and ready for construction. President Rhoads has been a valuable asset to Bishop College during his incumbency as a president.

COLLEGE AND UNIVERSTTY LIBRARY
SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY

F. Rivers Barnwell delivered eome very
instructive lectures on health during the
special course of training for FERA teachers at Prairie View College.

BY 0. J. BAKER
Librarian, Prairie View State College
Prairie View, Texas

The Texas State Department of Education
has granted one unit of credit to the Texas
public schools for courses taught in Negro
history•

Functions of College and University Libraries

The Beaumont Board of Education has
granted credit of one unit for band instruction in the high schools of the system.

Miss Besselle V. Johnson, a native Houstonian and the daughter of Professor and
Mrs. W. L. D. Johnson, has been appointed
a teacher in the Department of Physical Education at Talladep;a College. Miss Johnson
received her degree of bachelor of arts at
Talladega and her dem-ee of master of arte
at Columbia University. She was fomerly
a teacher in the Houston University for Negroes.
An interesting educational program wilJ
be rendered at tli ~ nP.xt ann11al meeting of
the Colored Tearhers' State Association of
TP.xas which will convene in San Antonio,
November 28-30 inc.
Pay your membershio fee of $1.75.
Among the Texas teachers who attP.nded
summer school in graduate schools durinl?
thP. l:t!:t !llnmmer are:
W. L- D. Johnson, Sr., University of Colorado: Mr!!. E. B. Grogan. Columbia University; Kelso B. Morrist Cornell University;

Every organization has its aims. purpo!!es,
or functions stated or not stated. Before connectin g ourselves with an orp;anization, we
are usually inquisitive as to its aims, purposes, or functions. After identifying ourselves with an organization we ever keep
its aims in mind, and direct our service!!
towards the realization of its aims.
Collep;e and university libraries have their
functions. Publications differ in the statement of their functions but all practically
point in the same direction. The functions
selected are those given hv Miss M. B. Martin
(Reference teacher at Hamoton, now acting
di.rector of the Library School of the New
.Tersev School for Women at New Brunswick.
New Jersey). These functions can be adeonatelv annlied to both college and universitv libraries.
We are now interested in "College and
university library service to the community,"
but before we can inve comoetent service,
we must first know the functions of our libraries, and then we can direct our services
in those directions. The completeness of the
library's functions depenrls on thP. tyoe and
;,mount of service we irive. Tf the service
fails. the librarv fail" to fun ction. The
functions of colJep;e and universitv libraries
fall into groups: Primary and Secondary
functions.

I
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A. Primary Functions

l • Service to students, and student service
is twofold, the .first is:
(a). To provide reference and other
material in pursuance of their
courses, and second:
(h) To provide cultural and recreational reading.
2. Service to faculty:
(a) To provide material covering their
several .fields of instruction:
(b) To provide as for students, cultural and recreational reading:
(c) To provide within reasonable
limits by means of purchase, material for individual study. Here
we face a problem. Most £acuity
members will insist that the library
make all purchases. If the faculty
members are doing research for the
school and the library can use the
material, it is perfectly in order to
purchase the material. If the faculty
members are doing personal research, they should be required to
purchase their own material, or we
may resort to inter-library loans.
The Library of Congress will lend
material to libraries for four weeks,
or photostat copies may be purchased.
B. Secondary Functions
1. To serve surrounding community in so
far as it does not interfere with service to
students and faculty: Most colleges and universities center their activities on their primary functions and leave the people outside
the campus to be served by the public libraries. The services that a few libraries offer
to readers not in residence vary with the
types of institutions, locations, and proximity
of public or other libraries. Many libraries
are not able to offer this extension of service
without detriment to their chief function.
Oberlin College maintains an extensive service to local residents. We even find children's rooms in some college libraries. Local
residents should not he supplied at the ex,
pense of the college co·mmunity unless the
city or town gives financial support to the
library. The hooks demanded most by local
residents are in most cases, books needed
by students and faculty• Some libraries require money deposits by the borrowers, and
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some require an annual fee. Coe College reqwres an annual tee ot $1.VU. Uther coi!egea
ao not serve town resiaents at aU, or will
permit tnem to use matena1 in library, but
not to be carried out tor home use. .in Oregon,-the oookS or any ::State supported library
are available tor use by any citizen of the
::State. 1v1ost requests are handled by the
::,tale liorary, but requests for expensive,
technical, and research material for which
there 1s llttle general demand, are referred
to the Library of the ::State University or
Agricultural l.ollege. This avoids unnecessary duplication and saves the tax payer's
money. 10 cases where the advice of specialists is needed, as in preparing a list of books
on the .cinstein theory for an astronomer,
or a list of supplementary reading for a oneroom, six grade country school, the college
library should act as the liaison officer who
brings the expert knowledge of the college
faculty to the service of the inquirer. Some
libraries receive phiianthropical aid with the
understanding that they serve all surrounding commumties. The money for the Collis
P. Huntington Library of Hampton was given
with the understanding that it give service
to all the surrounding communities, and today it serves white and colored residents of
Hampton, Pheobus, Old Point, Old Soldiers'
Home, and Newport News. Approximately
one third of the circulation is to these neighboring towns.
Since Negroes have little or no access to
public and other libraries, I feel that libraries of Negro colleges and universities
should extend their services to the communities at large. The majority of our libraries
cannot extend their services to a great extent
in this direction because they have great
difficulty in supplying material to their immediate campus borrowers. Others cannot
supply their campus borrowers, and there is
very little service they are able to render to
outside residents. Those of our libraries that
have the material should offer such services,
and the extents, regulations etc. should depend on location, types of institutions and
the ~ela_tio~s of the surrounding grou~s to
the mst1tut10n. If we offer services to the
communities, the librarians will have to study
the communities in order to supply their demands. Their greatest demand is fiction totaling about 75% of the circulation.
2. To extend service to the alumni: Demands of the alumni are not very great at

4
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present, and only a few libraries are making
ioans to alumni. .Education is now being
stressed for life, and it is argued that colleges and universities are under certain obligations to assist the alumni to continue their
education. Professor D. L. l;;rant discusses
this obligation in an article entitled, ".Educating the educated," in School and Society
30:282-89. 1929. The short time that one
spends in a coJlege or university is only a
beginning or commencement and should he
continued throughout life. ln these days of
vast changes, one must ever he on the alert
in order to keep up.
Most graduates rind themselves in communities where no library service is available, and they need not only material to continue their education, hut they find themselves in need· of material to carry on their
work. Their first and natural source for aid
is the library of their alma mater and they
should be given prompt and efficient service. This service is very limited in many
cases on account of expense, hut expense is
not a legitimate reason for failure to offer
service, for this type of service is valuable
and means can be obtained some way. The
University of North Carolina has inaugurated a self-supported loan service to alumni.
A few libraries have found it possible to develop considerable service to their alumni.
Lawrence College at Appleton, Wisconsin,
hal? probably developed loans to alumni more
extensively than any other institution. There
are some institutions that publish reading
lists of books for alumni, notably the Uni•
versity of Michigan.
Some institutions have established alumni
colleges which consist of a week or two of
instruction in spring or early summer. This
will have a bearing on libraries of these institutions and will necessitate the supplying
of books to alumni through mail to enable
them to prepare for such courses. This service may not develop to any great extent, and
may be several years reaching our institutions, but we as librarians should watch the
present and future needs of alumni and supply them.
3. To extend service to other institutions
in the form of inter-library loans: No library
has the same content as another. Different
localities and curricula demand different
types of collections of hooks, hut occasionally the borrowers of one library will need
material that another can supply. The librar-
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ian should make an effort to secure this
material through inter-library loans. The
library from which the loan is requested
should supply this need if it does not interfere with the service to its campus.
Some Means And Points Of Importance In

Library Service
1- Building and equipment: The building should be located in the center of the
campus, not necessarily the geographic center, but the center of work, study and residence. lt should not be located near noisy
plants as shops, heating plants etc. The access
to the library should be easy whether from
classrooms or dormitories. The majority of
our colleges have no library buildings and
students have to climb to the third floors of
administration and other buildings. We are
hoping to get library buildings soon and we
should have a hand in the planning. The
library buildings are generally planned by
the president of the college, library committee, trustees, architect, donor, or by anybody
other than the librarian.
The building should be planned for future
as well as for present needs. Wyer, in his
" College and university Library" says that
the building should be planned for at least
fifty years. The lack of space for the growing collections and increase in number of
borrowers is crippling the service of several
of our libraries. A library cannot serve if it
hasn't space for its collection and borrowers.
The library building should be used for
library purposes only.
The building should he fire-proof. All
buildings should he fire-resistant, but it is
more necessary that the library he fireresistant than any other building. It is the
heart of the campus and if burned, students
would suffer the lost of library service for
at ·least a year.
The reading rooms should contain seats
for at least one-fourth of the student body,
and should be used for reading space and
study only- The reading space for each reader should he from twenty-five square feet to
thirty square feet.
Facilities for individual study should be
provided in the stacks for the use of advanced students and faculty members. This
need can be met by placing carrels in the
stacks.
There should be separl}te rooms for reference, periodicals, and reserves.

I
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appropr_iate for leisure r~diiig.
The librarian should have an office, and
there should be a separate room ( or rooms)
(d) The college library should receiie,
for the technical processes of the library as bind, and preserve accessibly a selected nuihordering, classification, cataloging etc.
ber of general periodicals, and the stan,dard
The building should he so planned that scholarly periodicals in the field!! covered 'b y
it requires only a few members of the staff the curriculum. The continuity and coJDp:leteto supervise.
ness of the sets should be maintained:" . .
The librarian should ·see that the floors
President Silas Evan!! of Ripon College in
are of good tile made of rubber, or ground his chapter contributed to Kelly'• "Effective
cork, asphalt or rubber. By all means the college," refers to the library as an in~titufloors should he a type on which there will tion which enshrines the culture of the ages.
be little or no noise, easy to keep clean and He also suggests a better terminology. for
reflect rather than ah!!Orh light.
the library, rather than "college library," .we
We have few or no library buildings with should speak of it as The "library college."
perfect lighting hut librarian and architect The most effective of his observations is that
should see that the lighting system is as near of the State Teacher!! College at Kirbville,
perfect as possible.
Missouri. The librarian is a · man of rare
· The librarian should select !ltandard li- vision who has poor library hou!ling, but
brary furniture, and see that the building i!l stresses his collection and its service to teachas near noiseless as possible.
ers. Today it serves its campus and all the
2. Collection: One of the greatest or the teachers of rural and urban districts of three
greatest service a library can offer is through counties. He has engaged a rare hook-lover
it!! collection. If a library has no material to hold group meetings and so discuss new
it cannot serve its community. The Advisory hooks as to whet the appetites of the group.
Group on College Libraries of the Carnegie Teachers' expenses are paid to these meetings.
Corporation in its "College library stand- A full account of this library may he found
ards" listed the following points quote:
in "Journal of Education" of December 27,
" (a) The hook collection should contain 1926.
the standard hooks of general refThe collection must be organized and acerence•
companied by other phases of service to per(h) The hook collection should con- fect its service.
tain the standard reference hooks
3. Student instruction in the use·
the
useful in the specific fields covered library: Students must know how to use the
hv the curriculum of the college.
library and instruction should be given by
(c) The hook collection should further a trained member of the library staff. Our
contain:
group should not neglect this service by any
1. An adequate stock of important means, because most of our students are from
general hooks not snecific high schools and localities that have no librato anv one curricular field;
ry facilities for Negroes. There should be an
2. An adequate stock, of each orientation of freshmen when entering colcurricular field, of hooks con- leges and definite library instruction shortly
cerning :
thereafter.
· ·· · · ·'
a. the field as a whole;
4. Co-ordinate library service witli classh. those divisions of the field room. instruction: The Library Jo_u rnal
in which courses are off ered and members of the October 1, 1934 contains an article on this
teaching staff are inter- µhase of service, entitled "Bridging the gulf
between the college classroom and the ·u.
ested;
c. other significant divisions brary." There are many teachers . who never
come to the library to see what it has-in l!is
of the field f
3. An adequate stock of hooks field or what it has on a particular subjecL
concernin!!.' such
imµorta:nt They make heavy assignment!! on . some c;,ne
specific fields of interest as hook without notifying the library to ·ha~~
may not he treated in the cur- it reserved, also others with same conteilt.
In most cases, one or two students come in
riculum; and
4. An adequa!e stock of books and check out the material for a week. or

or
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two before the rush is discovered. Some
teachers check out the material and rush the
students in for it, and say that they do not
have it, have turned it in, or forgot it. These
rushes on one and two hooks result in much
wear, and some time loss of material.
It is up to the librarians to co-ordinate
library service with classroom instruction.
They have to seek instructors' programs and
needs, and tactfully guide them to better library procedures, or better procedures in
their assignments. The librarian _must act as
a liaison officer between the classrooms and
library services. The bridging of this gulf
is a problem that librarians should consider
vital.
5. Library publicity: Good means of library publicity stimulate the readers and in
many cases serve as partial indexes to the
library. The hulk of the reading done outside of classroom assignments, can he, and
is usually stimulated by publicity. This is
a type of service that no library can get on
without. In our means of publicity, we should
eliminate unnecessary use of the catalog by
placing call numbers on the material advertised. This is a service we can offer readers and avoid the rush and waiting lines at
the catalog. The kinds of publicity depend
largely on ·the librariane.
6. Library staff, or personnel: There must
be sufficient librarians in number, and efficient in training. The collection would he
of very little service were it not for a competent staff, arid all other services mentioned
muet be realized through the staff. The staff
must be composed of persons who are willing to serve at all times and who are not
bored by those seekin~ information. There
are those who are probably bored by readers,
hut the readers should not discover this. In
the Lihrarv Journal of January 15, 1934;
Miss M. Kemp asks this question: "Are
librarians cross or not?" She was told that
librarians were cross, spare, angular, fussy
old maids, bleak, impersonal women in whose
eves and on whose mask-like countenances
changeless irony sat, and who looked a little
mad. She was answered in Library Journal
of Marsh 1, 1934 in which Miss Rena Reese
said that "Librarians are not cross," and
librarians are not cross.
There is much that could be said about
the staff, much more than we have room or
time for here. Our libraries still have far
to go with many hard problems to face, and
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we as librarians must ever be on the alert,
and with willing hands to serve.
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THE PUBLIC LIBRARY, ITS RELATIONS
TO AND FUNCTIONS IN THE
COMMUNITY
BY JAMES A. HULBERT
Librarian, Houston Municipa,l Library ior
Negroes, Houston, Texas
The topic that has been assi~ed to me
for discussion is that of the public library
and its relations to the community. In the
development of this sub_iect I shall consider
first the growth of the library into what we
know as the modern public library, next the
functions of this institution as a civic unit
within its community, and finally the particular aspects of the work as are found within our own group peculiar to the Negro
community.
· First, definitions. What is a -public library?
What are its distinct characteristics that allow
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the use of the adjective public? How may
we distinguish between a public library and
a private library, when the latter allows free
use to the general public, for example the
practice of certain college libraries giving
service to patrons who have no part in the
campus activities hut are residents of the
neighborhood? Arthur Bostwick stresses the
fact that the term public has been used in
many connections and with many shades of
meaning. A public school in the United
States, for instance, is a free school supported
by public taxation; in England tuition fees
are charged although the schools are designated as public. In this country our municipally and state controlled conveyances are
called public, yet fees are charged. In the
case of libraries Mr. Bostwick points out examples, as the Pratt Jnstitute Free Library
in Brooklyn, which are privately supported
but free use is allowed the public• The usual
meaning of the term in the library field, however. which we shall have to accept in spite
of its inadequacy, is the one defined by
the New York state authorities-"libraries
owned directly by the munici-pality, supported by taxation and free to the public." Mr.
Bostwick adds one further statement in this
attempt at definition-libraries either owned
or controlled by the public, or freely accessible to the public.
The term library is easier to define by far
than the term public. And even here we have
departed a long way from the original meaning of the word. From its Latin origin library
means a collection of books. How very far
from that meaninp: have we come to arrive at
this great institution, the American Public
Library. For the library is todav no longer
a mere collection of books. It is no longer
a stationary thing ·awaiting the pleasure of
the learned. It is a moving, living, growinp:
organism, penetrating within the depths of
its community to carry its gospel.
What imoressions of darkness, musty
smells, solid and forbidding old leather
volumes, lonp: be-s-pectacled faced attendants
jealously guarding the printed treasures, do
we gather of the old libraries. Up until about
the middle of last century it had been traditionally accepted that the library was the
Sanctum Sanctorum for the scholar and savant, and for them alone. It personified learning and the dignity of formal knowledge.
The commoners and masses of ordinary ilidividuals were not. included in .any lib~ar:y
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; program, and were destined to be left out
'· -nntil the modern world march of ~emocracy
wnich was to culminate in this country. The
•·m,any activities connected with the present
day library were as foreign to the early work
as they- could possibly be-better still they
were unknown for they were undeveloped.
In studying ancient history we find that
libraries existed as far back as 1300 B. C.,
and possibly even earlier. Excavations in
Babylonia, and Egypt reveal the presence of
great collections of recorded knowledge preserved according to the media known in the
particular count;y, the papyrus rolls of Egypt
and the cuni-form clay tablets of Assyria
and Babvlonia. Examining the history of
ancient libraries we find them to be collections assembled by great scholars. The Greek
collections of Pisistrates, Plato, Euthedemius
and Aristotle were well known to scholars of
that time. Libraries were often state affairs
and c,mcerned chiefly with the keeping of
g_overruµ.ent records. The Alexandrian librar"i~s were estab~ished under the reigns of the
first two Ptolemies, and one became famous
in history as having been destroyed by Julius
(;aes~r. Caesar himself, as well as Cicero,
was interested in the establishment of libraries in Rome ,vhich should be called public.
And we are told that Caesar's intentions
were carried out by Octavius. and by the end
of the fourth century A. D. there were
twenty-eight public libraries in Rome.
Libra1:i'1::s as they became linked with the
orj?an"ization of the ·Christian Church grew
with Christian literature. But here they were
retired to the shadows of the cloister and
doubtless every vestige of the so-called public
libraries as they existed in Rome was lost
~in the cells of the monasteries. With the slow
. denressing _y~ars of the Dark Ages practi. cal hi ·all lea.ming was submere:ed and grad, ~ally e~as(ld eicepting withi,; the Church.
Here new study was continued. the old clas. sfos were nreserved and a bride:e was made
. across the loni:r sterile !!aP to the Renaissance.
New impetus was e:iven to the development
of the monastic · libraries with that 11:reat
movement of cultural aw:ikening following
the Crusades• In England thP. libraries at
Canterbury, York, Whitby, and Glastonbury
. were bei:run. Germs of the univer~ity libraries
were sown over the continent of Europe. The
libraries of Constantinople were renewed.
· The ·great continental state libraries sprung
·.up. But the ·people were yet to come into
1
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their own
The first public library legislation in England occurred in 1850. This middle century
date marked a new era, for it was not until
the latter half of the nineteenth century that
the public library in the modern sense was
really born. Parliament saw fit to further increase this move with additional legislation
in 1856 and in 1919. In the United States
the earliest libraries were private. Among
the most famous were the ones of Elder
Brewster of Plymouth and Governor Winthrop. The collection of Cotton Mather was
also well known. The Bray parish collections
sent from England for the use of the clergy
were the first to be opened to the public.
Benjamin Franklin organized a subscription
library in Philadelphia in 1731. A similar
library, the New York Society Library had
125,000 volumes in 1754. The great endowed
libraries in New York, as the Astor and the
Lenox, as well as the Newberry and the John
Crerar in Chicago and the Enoch Pratt in
Baltimore were products of the nineteenth
century. The larl!,'e university libraries were
begun in colonial days•
The public library supported by taxation
has been larl!,'ely developed since 1876. However the earliest tax supported library was
at Salisbury, Connecticut begun in 1803.
New York was the first state to pass public
library legislation. Massachusetts and Mich'igan were next to f oilow. Today every state
in the union has library laws of some sort,
and allows and encourages the establishment
of municipal and county libraries. A strong
stimulus was experienced with the generous
e:ifts of Andrew Carnegie, which totaled
$4.3.665,000 in the United States and Canada
bf'tween the years of 191I-1917.
Let us now examine the set-up of the
..<\merican Public Library, now a weil-founded in~titution in American life. It is said that
the Ma~ma Carta of this institution is the
onen shelf and home use of books. Among
the other features that distinguish it, the
deoartmental system is to be noted. The several branches · of the work as circulation,
re~erence, cataloging and processimr. etc. may
b"l rentPred in ~P.parate parts of the buildine;.
A chilclren's department is often located in
a Sf'narate room. Offices and work divisions
all function separately with the common end
of contacting the book with the user. Book
collections classified in the D. C. usually
are divided into distinct sections of fiction,
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general non-fiction, reference hooks, and
special. col.J.ections shelved separately as there
may he demand or need· Other departments
may he a readers' advisory service, bindery,
lecture and exhibit rooms, and sometimes a
cJ.assification division.
Another prominent feature is the staff,
members ot which are trained workers and
often specialists. With the rapid strides of
twentieth century growth and the standards
of service created by the American Library
Association library training and schooling
have become necessary in the field. Graduate
courses are given in addition to general
training which enable persons to he specially
trained for some branch of the work, say
reference work or· work with children or
cataloging. It is readily seen how staff specialists can he of immense value to the public.
Equipment and building are designed to
facilitate the widest and most efficient use
by the public and staff as well as to provide maximum comfort. Old libraries having
no concern with mass patronage had narrow
stack space, poor lighting, few seating and
reading accommodations, faulty ventilation.
Our American libraries give studied consideration to all of these things. The loan desk
is near the entrance, and near by is a reading room. In or near the reading room not.
far from the loan desk may he found the
catalog, bulletin hoards, displays, printed
lists and such. A little farther away is the
reference department, situated out of the path
of the noises of entrance and exit to permit
serious study. The children's room naturally
a livelier and noisier section than the adult
department is eomewhat removed from it.
Offices may be located very conveniently for
patrons; workrooms are quite removed in
basement, top floor, or out-of-the-way corner.
The auditorium and exhibit rooms will he
found on the first floor or in the basement.
Exteriors of library buildings are usuall:,,
specimens of architectural beauty. Here it
may he said that hardly the meanest little
village will fail to elaborate just a hit upon
the little building serving as the library- It
seems American that the library should be
regarded as something slightly above the
ordinary. Communities take pride in it and
frequently may be led to contribute towards
beautifying grounds and buildings.
Public libraries are in the main dependent
upon taxation, the amount of which varies.
Few communities are assessed the one dollar
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per capita, set. by the A. L. A. as a. minimu.m: .. ,
for a highly serviceable institution. Govemment is usually vested in a hoard of trustees
which is more stable than other municipal
boards since the library is the one ·department that is more than apt to be kept free
from the fluctuations of politics.
The modern _eublic library has been well
called a service institution and is said to
have three functions: (1) to serve as a
storehouse for books and knowledge; (2)
to serve as a laboratory for study and research; ( 3) to afford sane recreation. I
should like to add one other: to serve as
a center for community interests of a civic
and a cultural nature. Within these four
functions I believe the whole scope of public
library work may be included.
In his little book, The Public Library in
the United States, Arthur Bostwick says that
the public library is a community club in
which the readers are as important as the
books. How opposed is this new view to the
old definition which stated that a library was
a collection or depository of hooks. The first
function no one will question, that of the
library being a storehouse for books and
knowledge. A quotation from a recent address by Edwin Embree is appropriate:
"Books are the greatest inheritance of the
new generation. They preserve the wisdom
and the beauty of the race, and carry it as
a living stream • .. Books are not only tlie
means of pleasure and enrichment, hut they
are the very basis of modern civilization.
They are food necessary to human growth.
Function (2)-to serve as a laboratory for
study and research. In this capacity the library furnishes standard books of pure information in addition to the general collection of non-fiction. Dictionaries, encyclope•
dias, year hooks, handbooks, catalogs, compilations, pamphlets, and specially assembled
materials are invaluable for students, teachers, specialists, technical workers, business
men as well as the general public. To answer
any question, produce any fact or figure, and
to find the exact material required seems
rather far-fetched, yet such is the aim of the
reference department. Furthermore the library aims to provide a quiet retreat for this
type of serious study. This function has become to be considered as important as the
circulation of lighter hooks for home use:
Function number three, as I have said, is
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the affording of sane recreation. This function is so evident that the public takes it for
granted and the librarian often thinks of it
too lightly. We decry the high circulation of
popular fiction and anxiously compare percentages of fiction and non-fiction• We
shake our heads gravely when we fail to
persuade Mr. John Public that he should
read Charles Beard's Century of American
Pror;re:1s, or, Ethel Cotton's book, Keeping
Mentally Alive, or the latest book on the
New Deal when Mr. John Public wants Sax
Rohmer's newest thriller or Zane Grey's last
western. Indeed Mr. John Public seems to
have a marked resistance towards anything
that smacks of culture. But let us be a little
more patient with him. -(In my mind librarians as a group take themselves much too
seriously). What is the education back of
this attitude? What are the factors in everyday life that allow such an attitude? No person can successfully defend the idea that our
schools make for culture-some of the most
uncultured individuals that I know are college graduates. With the intensity of our
American life the fine things, the niceties
of life are secondary. It simply can not be
expected that people can spend their leisure
reading too detailed or heavy books after a
strenuous day of mental or physical activity. So the average American chooses to relax with fiction, either good or bad, or very
indifferent. If this reading relieves him mentally, it is good. Anything in this day of mental · and nervous disorders that can do this
is good-whether book, hobby, religion,
sports, or what not. But libraries can be
more discriminate in the type of fiction that
they buy• There is plenty of good fiction,
and many writers of fiction can claim as
high a place in modern letters as writers of
non-fiction, for example Galsworthy, Sinclair Lewis, Dorothy Canfield Fisher, and
many others. On the other hand readers can
be interested in lighter books of non-fiction
if
encouraged
tactfully.
" 100,000,000
Guinea Pigs," is a book that I have found
very easy to give fiction lovers, especially
if they are women. Lillian Eichler's " Customs of Mankind," is another that has been
very pleasing to all. Biographies are the
easiest books of non-fiction to bait lovers of
light reading. All library authorities stress
the importance of the book as a source of
release as well as a study, and equally as important in the high tension life of this work-
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a-day world.
Tne tourth function of the public libra- ·
ry, which 1 added, is to serve as a center tor
community interests oi a civic and cultural
~ature. What other place than the library
should be the meeting place for the literary
society, the debating club, and the monthly
lorum. Civic organizations 01 any kmd save
politics, possibly, have a natural and neutral center in the 1il>rnry. Music, theatricals,
concerts, lectures, exhibitions are aH a part
of the expanding sphere of library interests.
The institution ought to be strongly llnked
wiU1 every educational and cultural activity
of tne community. Social service, adult education, vocational guidance-the programs
of these can be served by the library. l~ever
before has there been so much interest in
these subjects, nor have librarie_s heretofore
had such potentialities of service in these
fields. Depression and unemployment have
brought enforced leisure to some; the trends
of our new social philosophies are towards
shorter working hours for workers. Both
classes are finding this leisure a problem. The
unemployed are seeking a gospel of hope in
the effort to hang on; too, they are studying
other vocations putting their faith in opportunities of the future. In recent years libraries have sought to meet these needs by adding best books by authorities on vocational
adjustments, occupational reports and statistics, pamphlets and government bulletins on
the subject. Books of popular psychology and
religion have been put in the collections.
A literature of hope, as it were. " Man does
not live by bread alone." .
Then there is that vast multitude of youth,
the children of the depression. In the case
of _Negro youth one writer calls them stepchildren of the depression. What is to happen to this vast multitude of young men and
women, especially within our own race where
we find the problem to be very intense. What
a huge loss of youthful man-power we are
experiencing today! What poetry never to
be written, what songs never to be sung, what
work of building for posterity never to be
begun! The depression is causing an untold
damage to minds of young people. Here
again the library has a responsibility. How
many youths and adolescents are reading in
your library? What are they reading? But
the important question is-are they reading?
They deserve our keenest interest and patience. Books can help to save them; hope
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and courage are what they need, and books
can give them these things. Make your orde.i;
selections with them in mind, make friends
with them, talk with them. Study them carefully and bait them with the books you think
they ought to read. Remember your aim is
salvation. Tell them of the works of Walter
Pitkin and his psychology for the young
generation. Put in their hands books of hopeful philosophy and religion-Bertrand Rus.sell's Conquest of Happiness, Worcester's
Making Life Better, the old favorites, works
of Orison Swett Marden. Find their hobbies
and sport interests. Encourage them upon
any activity of a wholesome nature to relieve
the dangers of idleness; further study and
reading in new subjects are among these.
Can you doubt now the commanding po•
sition of the public library in the community, functioning in every phase of life and
activity-as important as the church and
school, and tying in with the work of these
~o ~nstitutions. In view of this fact, the pubhe library seeks to shape every policy with
the public ·in mind-and every policy points
to the one ideal of service. But the public
l~kewise has. a definite responsibility to the
library. It 1s not enough that the library
must guard the well-being of it! community
but this must be reciprocated. It is only recently that the library has been recognized
as an integral part of our educational system. Its services to schools, its work of education in the community, its supplementary
role in every line of civic betterment make
it an institution deserving of far more sup•
port than it is receiving today. I mean moral
as well as financial support. This is sadly
true in the case of our group in the South
where the library movement has only sprung
up within the last twenty years, and in which
a broader attitude of "library mindedness"
is greatly needed.
And what are the special problems of the
Negro Library? I am concerned with the
institution as it exists in the South, a separate branch unit of a municipal library
system. Buildings on the whole are good for
most are Carnegie buildings• They are short
of necessary equipment in some instances
and some have become inadequate for the
number of books. This is especially true in
the branch in New Orleans and in the branch
in Roanoke, Virginia. Our branch in Houston is quite roomy, being larger than any
other Carnegie branch I have seen. Book
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collections in these branches, especially .
c.lliJ.dren·s books, are more Ulan apt to be in
bad shape, needing rebinding or JepJ.a~ment. Again 1 am proud ·to say that this is
not true of the Houston branch. 1n the W·
negie branch of AtJ.anta 1 found them craµip·
ed tor space and with many books in bad
condition but cheerful service was being ac•
corded an appreciative public. Uf course all
libraries have been bard hit by the lopping
9f budgets due to reduced city incomes•
With the beginning of the Hampton lnsti•
tute Library school by Miss Florence Curtis
a few years ago a new day was marked for
the Negro library movement. A select nUID•
her of graduate librarians is put in the field
each year with the latest training and ap•
proved methods, sanctioned by the A. L. A.
These new librarians are chiefly young with
the vigor and thought of youth. They are entering into their profession with the idea of
service to their race.
The public with which these librarians have
to deal presents special problems. The specter
of a high illiteracy still hangs over us, and
consequently many have not the slighest desire for books and reading· On the other
hand our upper classes show an amazing
apathy on the same subject in spite of higher education. Because of ignorance within
homes, I feel that school teachers have a definite responsibility in the matter of making
children lovers of hooks. As a group, however, they fail in this duty not willfully, but
because they themselves are not readers.
School advantages for the Negro have widened immensely. A few Southem cities boast of
splendid systems, largely attended. Yet
strange to say there may be poor or no library facilities within school or community.
If there are library facilities, often they may
not be highly regarded by the citizenry and
may be used only to a negligible degree.
W~th regards to winning over this Negro
pubhc greater thought must be given to the
younger generation, the readers of tomor•
row. School teachers and pupils ml18t be
carefully cultivated. The gospel must be
sown . carefully and at an early age. Book
selections should be made strictfully with
young Negro America in mind. His reading
habits and interests are fundame~tally no
different from those of any other youth. Hi1
opportunities and training are the thinp at
fa ult. Churches, clubs, and community organizations offer the Negro library wonder-
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fol powbilitie1 for eervice• All of these institutions ,haye a propaganda which is to a
major (,legree educational, and with this one
common end the library is inter-related.
Proper publicity, the converting of individual~ to friendliness, the tying in with key
citizen• and leaders assures this library of
future aucceu.
The public library ia proving . itself to be
an . euential part of American life. National
thinkers view it aa a vast regional affair in
the future, one powerfully organized and
supported and reaching every hamlet and
corner of the continent in widespread extension aervice. This ideal set-up would ignore country and state boundaries in the effort to place library advantages at the disPC!s~l of every individual. Mr. Arthur Bor•
den, _ in visioning this dream so staggering
to the iinagination, sees far-flung chains of
branches and stations well stocked to supply every need, both individual and community. '(he great force of this interlinking of
library forces is quite evident today in our
system of inter-library loans and the classification and cataloging services of the libra•
ry of Congress. The dream of the future includes closer contacts of librarians and individuals, higher training for librarianship, a
better developed readers' advisory service,
message .book 1ervice to persons willing to
pay for 1t, and sale of hooks by libraries in
isolated districts. Mr. Borden even suggests
the po!sibility to librarians indicating needed· books to publishers. Library research de•
partments headed by scholars on the staff
would publish original works ba!Cd on ma•
terials in the collections.
;All this may sound too idealistic to you
and !Cem too far away in the future• Yet
the whole scheme is highly probable with
the N_ew Deal in government and the closer
concern· of the national administration in
the activitie!_of the individual, both at work
and in leisure. For the New Deal has broadened · the scope of government into gigantic
social and economic aspects. And within this
experiment the public library is assured of
gre_ater _growth and development. Anything
wh1~h hmder! progress ill ephemeral; public
sentiment of the new social order composed
of better clothed men and women, better
fed and housed men and women, better employed men and women, men and women with
new vi!ions and finer ideal!, will establish
the position and permanence of the public
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HIGH SCHOOL PUBLICITY
By W. E. Jones
Principal Colored High School, Navasota,

Texas
The public high school was organized as
one of the units in the educational system
that has for its purpose the recreation and
perpetuation of society. Then if this work
is to be effectively carried out, not only must
the students in these schools be directed and
instructed in the social order of their time;
but the public too must have an intelligent
knowledge of the program, methods, ideals
and workings of the school-in other words
they must know what the school is doing.
The best way to get this information over
to the public is through an effectual method of school publicity. This duty rightly falls
on the high school principal. The public may
~easonably expect to be informed by those
m whose hands the administration of the
school is placed. The fact that the public
does not take time out from its other pursuits to study the school should not be taken
to indicate that it is not interested in the
work of the schools. Nor is it safe to think
that interpretation of the schools and their
wo~k to the board of education as representatives of the people is 3ufficient. The American people do not usually in trust to their
boa~ds of education complete and final power m regards to the finances and manageII?~nt of the sc~ools; boards are usually sens1tive to public opinion about the schools.
The success of many enterprises of the school
even in the most professional type, is in ~
greater ?r less degree dependent upon understandmg and favorable attitudes on the
part of parents*.
The advances in administration and
research have already far o_utstripped
the advancees in educational mterpretation. There is a vast gap which separates the
frontier thinkers from the mass of their fellows. The schools of yesterday put primary
emphasis upon knowledge and looked backward; the pioneering schools of today em*H. R. Douglass, Org(l,nization and Administration of Secondary Schools.
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phasize child growth and child development
and seek to prepare children to carry on in
a changing civiiization. *
The_acceptance by the public of the high
sc4qol as an institution tends to stabilize it
in terms of the school which the adult gen•
erB:tion experienced. No argument is needed
to maintain algebra and Latin in the public
school curriculum of 1935, even though the
v_alue of these.subjects may be open toques•
tlon; hut to mtroduce projects with which
adults are not familiar may require patience
and resourceful persuasion of school administrators. In the long run, the public stands
squarely behind its educational program.
If chil~re:° are busy, successful and happy,
the maJonty of parents and other adults will
support the school-so far as they comprehend the aspect of the program which promotes _the children's welfare. Through informative report cards, through intervisitat~o~ of teachers and parents, through the initiation of project~ in which teachers, pupils,
a~d patrons are mvolved, through questionaue~ ~nd reports, through local newspapers,
e:xh1b1ts of school work and activities, and
throubh such cooperative "drives" as Educatioi_i Week, school board campaigns, and
the like, the public is informed of the purpose and programs of the school and is encouraged to help sponsor them.**
The competition for the attention of the
public is keen. Educational as well as commercial publicity must make use of the
strongest interest appeals. The American
~eqple ask the same question about the pub~1c ~~ool as about other institutions of serv•
ICe: What does it do?"***
The purpose of publicity, a necessity of
democracy, is enlightenment. Public school
publicity had its origin in law. It was legally necessary for the schools committee in the
early periods to post in public places the
announcements of annual meetings and to
publish a financial statement. In many states
s~hool boa~ds are required to publish act10ns taken m meetings and annually to puh*Jo~n C. Almack, Modem School Administration.
*_*Phil~p W. L. Cox and R. Emerson Langfitt, High School Administration.
***Belmont M. Farley, What to Tell the Peo-

ple About the Public Schools.
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lish a financial statement.* There is no
doubt in the mind of the principal now that
he should give publicity to his school; but
the most perplexing problem to him is just
what to tell the public and how to get it
across to them.
The next task then is to find out what to
tell the public about the school. Naturally
they would not be interested in many minor
details, such as the ringing of the bells, how
many erasers the school has or whether the
student sits or stands to read; but they are
concerned about when the school opens and
closes, whether supplies are ample for good
work and that the children learn to read.
There are two kinds of publicity: personal
and institutional. Some schools are constantly before the p~blic as "Superintendent X's
System," or "Principal Y's School." This
type of publicity does not warrant approval.
Such public recognition as he deserves will
be accorded the principal in proportion as
he meets his manifold responsibilities to the
school and the community which he serves.
It is usually a good symptom when the public hears much, knows much, says much and
thinks much about "Our High School." The
students themselves are good advertisers
when their slogan is "For the good name of
the school." The public will tolerate much
noise when students are boosting or celebrating, when they show decent respect for the
rights and property and for the feelings of
others. Interest must be stimulated in the
right direction and all advertising must be
under supervision if the best results are to
he attained.** Here we present Englehardt's
opinion that figures and data have become
so complex that the layman does not grasp
the idea unless it is presented very definitely and simply. With this fact in mind, the
principal should withhold burdensome statistics and noninteresting figures and present
meaningful facts that the public can readily
understand. Educators have been somewhal
slow to appreciate fully the possibilities and
obligations the schools have in bringing to
their patrons the problems, the work and the
achievements of their schools. The principaJ
of the school has selected from private practices the techniques and methods he uses. No
enterprise is as fortunab~ as public educa*_Fred Engleh~r?t, Public School Organizauon and Administration.
**H. H. Foster, High School Administration.
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tion in reference to publicity.
The following taken from .Farley is rather
significant. When 506 7 patrons _and others
interested in the schools were given an opportunity to rate thirteen topics of school
news in order of interest to them, they placed
them in this order: progress and achievements of pupils, methods of instruction,
health of pupils, course of study, value of
education, discipline and behavior of children, qualifications and activities of teachers and school officers, attendance of
pupils, buildings, finances, business management, actions of the board of education, l-'.
'f. A. meetings, ·and extra-curricula activities. The people have greatest interest in_the
results of teaching, how they are obtamed
and how education makes a difference in the
spiritual and physical welfare of children. It will be observed that the farther a
school service is removed from the actual
teaching process and its relation to educational - results with children, the lower the
position accorded it. The question of what
to tell the people about the schools having
been definitely decided the next step will be
to determine how to get it over to them.
The first agency of publicity employed
should be the personnel of the school. The
faculty and others connected with the school
should have a clear understanding of the
program of the school. A spirit of goodwill
and a desire to boost should he cultivated
with them. Personal elements should he kept
in the background hut individuals may be
appointed as leaders who will enthusiastically present activities and achievements.
Mention has previously been made of students as agents of publicity but an expla-·
nation on that is necessary. In order that the
students may work for the good name of the
school, they must thoroughly understand the
school's program. This may he effected by
talks at assemblys, by home-room meetings
and discussions and by displaying exhibits
in the school. A bulletin hoard conveniently
located where the greatest number of students possible may read notices and announcements may he used to a great advantage. School exercises where talents are displayed and accomplishments are demonstrated by the students will prove helpful, providing the same small groups are not played up
every time. Anno'uncements and congratulations for results of standard tests, for the
outcome in activities that the school fosters
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play an important part. Mention of achievements of graduates who are attending college or who are successful in business or
public life will fix in the minds of the students material useful in advertising the work
of the school. Favorable comments by inspectors, visitors or other outsiders cap~~le
of judging will set up a current of puhhc1ty
that will he favorable. Announcements of
honors or of special achievements of faculty members will interest the community.
Conferences with students offer splendid
opportunities to get a view from the student's
angle, to inform them of certain phases of
the school program and to enlist their support of the same. Regular and special reports
of the work of the children sent to the parents should inform them and enlist their cooperation in the work of the school.
School exhibits carefully selected and well
arranged play an i~portant part in bringing
the work of the school into notice. Specimen
of work of materials from departments in
the school placed on exhibition in rooms, in
halls or other appropriate places prove helpful. Committees of students and teachers
working together on this project will likely
get best results. Frequently occasions for parents to visit the school at work sho\lld be
planned. Parents and friends should, hut
they do not, visit their schools regularly
hence the principal has to himself the responsibility of inducing them to visit the
school. Little souvenirs made by the school
and presented to visitors make a lasting impression. For the benefit of parents and visitors, special assembly programs may he had
with students in charge or playing the leading role. Free entertainments may he given
the public with debating teains, quartets,
glee clubs, home economics clubs or other
groups making up the program. The school
may distinguish itself by appearing before
non-school organizations, such as P. T. A.'s,
churches, women's clubs, and other organizations with a well arranged program of
musical numbers, readings and speeches by
students and teachers.
The pastors of the churches who are in
sympathy with, interested in and well informed about the program of the school will
be helpful in telling their congregations
about our school ; while one ill informed
may have the opposite effect. It then will be
well for the administration to enlist the cooperation of all leaders in the community.
School administrators may well take ad-
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vantage of the use of show windows and
business houses uptown, as a means of publicity. People who would not otherwise see
any work of the school will become observers.
County fairs afford an opportunity for
publicity. Any type of work that may be of
public interest should go to make up the
school exhibit. All of these should be by the
school and not by individuals. Community
celebrations, home comings, old settlers day,
conventions, parades and many other well
chosen means afford an opportunity for placing the school before the public thereby giving publicity to it. Special observances,
pageants, demonstrations and athletics will
fill their places in this program. An occassional exchange of visits with other schools
where programs may be rendered or exhibits
of work done may prove an advantage. This
presents a full activity program but it should
be understood that the advertising program
must not interfere with the work of the
school. Publicity is to be subordinated to the
working of the school or soon there will be
nothing to publish.
The principal should cultivate a friendly
relation with the proprietors of the moving
picture theaters which will in time prove
advantageous to the school. Pictures may be
run that will serve as an educational medium
for the public as well as the school. Slides
of educational value as well as some used
in making announcements may be employed
to great advantage.
The press has _been relied on in the past
as the greatest medium of publicity that
educational interests have had outside of the
school. There is no attempt on our part to
discredit the work of the press when we state
that only a small part of the matter printed
about the school sets forth the administrative
program of the school. It is therefore necessary for those in charge of the schools to
take advantage of the liberal attitude of the
press. Farley says there is a difference between what the newspapers tell and what
the people say they want. Forty seven per
cent of the newspaper space tells about athletics and extra-curricula activities. Twentyfive per cent is devoted to one-half of the
topics ranked as highest. Seventy-five per
cent of the space is devoted to one-half of
the topics ranked as lowest. There has come
into use school publications that follow
about the same beaten path laid out by the
public press. Since the newspapers are falling
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short, it is necessary for the administrators
to get into the newspaper and with the
assistance of the English department, use the
interest appeal and present to the public all
that the school holds of interest to them.
Foster advances this suggestion: A letter to
the public, wherein the principal tells of
the ideals governing the school's administration and the way in which these ideals
are being carried out, would be read with
eagerness. Appeals and practical suggestions
for cooperation of the parents will be heeded.
Brief statements of the organization of the
school, its student activities, its growth and
its needs will give the public a new and an
intelligent interest in the school and its work.
All controversial matters should be omitted.
Publicity for special needs must conform
to laws of common practice, that is:
( 1)
(2)
( 3)
( 4)
( 5)
( 6)
(7)

Advertising must catch attention.
It must please rather than offend.
It must be so obvious in form that
every one will get the message.
It must be so formulated that it
cannot be forgotten.
It must appeal to real interest.
It must avoid antagonizing opponents.
It must be in good taste, not cheap.

Briefly stated publicity has a twofold
purpose: informing the public of the school
and its workings and getting the cooperation
of it, or enlightening the community and
securing support.
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ADJUSTMENT THROUGH A POSlTIVE
SUBSTITUTE ACTIVITY

BY A. J. S.IBRE
Director Public Works Personnel
New Orleans, Louisiana
When an individual is confronted with
barriers to which he cannot make a din:d
adjustment, he may find satisfaction through
substitute activities that have positive value.
The person who cannot achieve distinction
in one line of work is often able to do so in
another. Pupils who cannot attain satisfaction in scholarship do so on the athletic
field. Sometimes the individual lacks good
judgment and carries the new activity in an
extreme degree as is exemplified by the stu•
dent who becomes too bookish.
The teacher and vocational counselor must
study the individual in order that behavior
tendencies may he utilized for greater self.
expression. The origin of a behavior tendency
is not so important as its probabilities for
utilization in the further developments of the
personality. However, to know the origin of
the tendency may suggest its intensity and
permanence.
The main group of positive or desirabl e
substitute activities are those dealing with
people, intellectual activities, physical or
manual, and emotional activities. The individual who erects harriers that require adjustment often learns to obtain his satisfaction from being kind to others, through
5ocial popularity, public speaking, playing
politics, doing tricks, persuading people, taking care of children and teaching others. All
of these activities are desirable in themselves
and can he used vocationally. The understanding teacher tries to give the adult student the type of work that engages thm,e
ongoing activities that are already well es•
tahlished.
Seeking the Approval of Others
The tendency to seek the approval of others
has great significance. It can he readily
utilized in almost all vocations-even the
rowdy or the radical who like to annoy and
shock their associates may have their desire
that she can direct a rowdy pupil's impulsiveness into better channels by assigning to
him the task of controlling others of the
same type. Rowdiness is merely an attempt
to gain the limelight and any personal recognition accompanied with the assignment
of responsibility is more satisfying to him
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than the continued direction of his activities into rejective channels.
Similarly the college student who has
radical tendencies towards the economic order
may moderate his extreme point of view if
he is assigned to helping some of the chronic
down and outers in a transient camp. Nothing will change a young industrial radical
into a conservative as working some of the
industrial misfits, supervising their work and
J11eeting the payroll.
Adjustments Through Helping Others _
Some persons seem to find their keenest
satisfaction in helping others. They may like
to help the ill by nursing them; or they may
enjoy dealing with their inferiors, helping
them. The choice of the persons helped is
determined by their own adjustment harriers.
Any person who finds himself in a predicament is apt to try to solve his problem
by attempting to alleviate the predicament&
of others. The engineering student who plans
to do college teaching and then later finds
that he must make an adjustment because
of his grades which do not give him satisfaction, may adjust himself by helping others
who are in a difficulty similar to his. This
type of adjustment is commonly called the
"Messiah complex" (the desire to help someone else ) and is perhaps one of the most
common psychological origins of the professional adviser.
If the person who has made such an adjustment has had some intensely unpleasant
experience in connection with his problem,
he is more than likely to have an extreme
form of the "Messiah" complex, namely the
'"reformer's tendency." The reformer doee
not only wish to help those toward whom
hs is sympathetic, hut also to destroy all the
attendant features of the hated situation. He
wants a new educational system, or a new
religion or an entirely new civilization. Back
of every fanatic is an emotional history that
explains his fanaticsm.
Adjustment Through Persuading Others
Individuals who want to influence others
usually try to do so through occupations
such as salesmanship, politics or executive
work. They are similar to the true teacher
who likes to bring out the finest qualities
that are laten t in his pupils. Teaching is lots
of fun to the teacher who makes his adjustment by skillfully bringing out the best potentialities in his pupils. To such teachers,
teaching is an art.
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The salesman who achieves his adjustment fies himself with the hero, fights his battles,
through influencing liis prospect finds sales- endures his hardships, conquers the villain
'manship an art. Making sales is as thrilling and marries the girl is not just an onlooker,
to him as door-to-door canvassing is repug- · a member of the audience--but is the actual
. nant to the average introverted bookkeeper character in the picture or play psychologior accountant. The leader-teacher-who knows cally speaking. Such a person makes many
how to influence people in his classes in such incipient movements that give reality to his
· a way that they will develop themselves, imaginary acting. The college student attendfind their work interesting and gain self ex- ing a football game give!!' many a good shove
pression through his ( or your) leadership or push from the grandltand. He identifie1
looks upon his work mainly as one of handl- himself with the team and is mentally doing
in,:i: human beings.
the same thing the team is trying to do.
Books on how to be a leader help little
Every fan knows that the model team i1
unless you have already gained some satis- one in which the members identify themfying experiences from influencing others. selves with the team as a whole. Each player
· Persuasion is an art rather than a science integrates his playing with that of the entire
and those who possess the art have acquired team. Identification is one of human nature's
it early in life.
most valuable means of makinir wholesome
Adjustment Throup;h Entertaining Others
adiustment. It is present in the life of every
The person who does not achieve the art well-balanced personality: it is absent from
of _persuading others rnav acquire the knack -or rarely oresent in-the mental livee of
of entertaining them. The individual who patients in hospitals for the mentally ill.
does not care to sell to people or to direct
The well-balanced person of any age ie
them mav gain · satisfaction through enter- the one who has learned the art of identifvtainin!! · them from "clowning"-"being the inir himself with the people and the tasks
life of ·the partv." Such men and women are with which he comes into dailv contar.t. He
necessarv and <listinctlv valuable to society, feels at home with his associates, his sunhut we should be able to distinguish between ervisors. his familv. He find!!' the age j.,
their serious nature and the funny side. whirh he lives quite admirable because },"'
Onre a man is known as a humorist his has identified himself with its admirable
fri,mds· insist upon his remaining funny- movements.
and it handicaps him in his pursuits of s~riIdentification is the imnortant fundamenom, ambitions.
tal of a happy married life. Society has deAdjustment Throu,rh The Adoption of
veloped many. institutions in order to enable
Another Personality
its members ·to i<lentify themselves with satNot all actors are on· the stage. We fre- isfying personalities. In addition to marriasr:e.
anentlv meet peoole who are "unnatural"- we have the church. The citizen identi6es
who try to nlav the part ot some: other per• himself with his communitv an.-1 his relation.
sonalitv and thus escape the restrir.tions of The well-adjusted uuoil identifies himself
thP.ir immediate intimate world. The indi- with his school and his teacher. The ,o-eat
vidual who finds his oersonalitv unsatisfying tearher first acquires a stronJ?; oersonalitv
mav make it satisfyine: by adopting the per- and then en11bles his i'ltudents to live within
"mrn litv of someone else.
his nersonality in order that they may deSomPtimPs the members of one sex will velon their personalities.
a,font thP. traits of the other that represent
The lea der of men P-ives the imoression
•vhat thPir ()Wn nersonalities lack. Thi> reason at lPast, that his personality is e:reat, and
for such an adiustment may be to gain sym- enahles his followers to live within his per""tli v or attention.
sonalitv in order that thev mav inte!!Tate
The personalitv the adjusting individn'll their activities with the objectives of the
assumes is not always that of a superior. He movi>ment that he sponsors.
rri'lv iust as readilv adopt that of an inferior.
Mo!"t industrial and commercial jobs do
Most artors <lo not' care what parts they plav not nhvsirallv tax the workers-the average
!"o lone- as it is that of a personalitv that is footh,ill player's work is ten times ::is strenuhighlv expressive.
ous. 'fl,,, football nlayer has identified him· Ad;11stment Through Identification ·
~elf with an institutio11 and a.n admired social
The person who goes to the movie identi- group-sixty minutes of bruising, hone-
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breaking effort is glorious fun to him. The
industrial worker-the teacher-the student
-who has not identified himself with his
work finds the hours he spends in employ~
ment filled with leaden minutes.
Teachers should try to assist their pupils
in identifying themselves with the age in
which they live, the institutions of which
thev are a part, the social groups in which
they are raised. The true educator _and bu~lder of men instructs not by teaching sub1ect
matter but by showing people their places
in the scheme of things; by pointing out the
trends of the past and the possible trends
of the future ; by discussing the problems
of today that challenge us to excel our forefathers, the beauties of the machine, of
nature and of man, in addition to their cruelties.
Adjustment Through Intellectual Activities
Our educational system, with its compulsory attendance requirements empliasizes and
offers opportunity for adjustment through
intellectual activities. Children are encouraged to study. Exceptional students are given formal and informal social recognition.
Pupils who find their home life unsatisfying
may achieve satisfaction from their daily
school work. Those who do make satisfactory progress in school are apt to seek jobs
that utilize intellectual abilities. Some become technical workers-others express their
creative ability in writing or paintingothers go to college to develop their mental
capacities.
·
On the other hand some students find
school work difficult or unsatisfying, and
they, therefore, tend to quit school at an early
age. and to seek jobs that are in the range
of their mental abilities. In general they can
enioy their work as much as the more intellectually inclined would dislike it.
Unfortunately the instruction given in most
schools is not very closely related to daily
life. Tt does not offer young people a very
wide variety of experiences that facilitate
occuoational adiustment. School curricula are
are largely tradition bound. Very few educators hav~ stmHed the citizen's needs in life
and work and then build an educational program to fit those needs. Rather, they study
,~hat other educators have done and are doinJ?; and copy their methods.
To some school is a barrier-to others it
is an adjustment.
When a pupil is dissatisfied with school
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work he tries to remove the emotional tension 'by making an adjustment that will give
him the same prestige and standing as is
enjoyed by the good pupil. The making of
money is one of the most common forms of
ar.hie~inir social recognition. In our present
civilization we bow more readily to thP,
wealthy than to the learned. The awkward
and intellectuallv backward youth who feels
inferior in school work learns that the ability
to make money brings reco1n1ition more than
anv :iccorded intellectual powers. To some
wealth svmbolizes the answer to an inner
need, which has not resulted without some
cause. Somewliere in the emotional historv
of the monev-mn.d individual mav be found
an answer for his particular kind of ad_iustment.
The ,lP.sire to make money is not an innate
oart of human naturP. Rather it i"' mP.relv the
outl!rowth of a comolex nersonalitv development that mil!ht have taken another r.ourse
Af ·adin!'ltment umler different stimulation.
'The !'IP.lf-seeking emolover is the natural produd of n l!iven heriditv an,l envfronment
throu!!h adinstment. hist as the rabid la'hor
:irritator is the re!'lnlt of the infl11encP!'I within
:inil a'hout him. One i" m:i abnormal as the
other. Fad, ronltl he eliminated if we conM
he nPrrnitted to heh, him tlevPlon a halanced
nersonalitv throu!!'h whir.h he ·would intel"ratP his interests ·with those of his environment.

KNOW SAU?SMANSRIP
H. A. TIEMANN
Universitv Colorado
J have mPntioned on several occasions that
we must not only teach but we must point
out the aonlications that may be made of or
with the ~aterial taul!'ht.
The question then k "What mav we do
to sell onr wares?" To sell edur.ation-to
sPll a particnl:ir course to the student. This
'-ellinrr ioh isn't " thinir that r.:,n hP. rlonP. at
the hPrrinnini of the ronrse 1md then forgottPn . The ohiPct of sellinrr is not merelv to
sell one course-it shouU be <lesigned to
make a nermanent student. The retail mf'rchant wlio sells vour shoes does not sell shoes
nniv. He sells you satisfa'ction with their U!,P..
lie wants vr.n to come ;igain and al!ain . to
mirchnse shoP.s. He can't exist in busines"I on
itinerant or or.casional sales. He must have
permanent customers.
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Neither may the adult teacher stay in
business by handling occasional students. If
the shoe salesman is careful to promote satisfaction with the use of the product he sells
then how much more important it is that the
teacher should do likewise. More important
because the teacher is often dealing in intangibles whereas the shoe salesman is
simply dealing in shoes.
Ideas - ideals-appreciations-and doing
abilities require more instruction in how to
practice or put them to use than do tangible
things we buy in stores. You are teaching,
let us say, letter writing. It isn't enough to
teach form only; I. salutation; 2. body; 3.
closure; 4. how to address envelope, and see
that your students write real letters to real
peopie using the instruction you have given
them. Manage somehow to see some of these
letters and freely compliment the writer on
the nice letter he has written-promote satisfaction with use of the instruction you
have given and remember that use and use
only keeps the student in practice and causes
him to appreciate the instruction he has received.
··
Take for example the old car that we love
so well. Why do we like it? We have driven
it thousands of miles-we have gotten used
to the feel of it. It has carried us through
mud and high water. We know it is time to
trade it in on a new one--but we hesitate.
We want to keep it longer. It has given such
fine service. A new one may not give such
service. Use and use only gave us this appreciation; this sense of value.
See then that your students use in their
daily lives the instructions you have given
them-help them to find uses for it-// yo11
cannot do this then something is wrong with
the content you are teaching.
This salesmanship job divides itself into
three major classifications:
I. Publicity
2. Personal selling
3. General selling of the public
Not long ago I read these statements in
the newspaper: "Publicity is an art that
makes you think you've longed all vour life
for something you never heard of b~fore."
"Publicity is easy to get. Just be so successful you don't need it and then you'll get
it."
. Neither statement presents the whole truth.
Both statement!! contain food for thought.
Good publicity should make you want some-
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thing. Whether you've longed for it all your
life or not is immaterial. Publicity is not always easy to get. People must hear about
an event or some happening before publicity
can be given to it.
Publicity includes such things as announcing the course through newspapers-movie house-P. T. A., Luncheon Clubs,
Labor Organizations, posters or what not.
It also includes news releases from time to
time on what the class is doing.
Personal service is the most important
phase of selling and as is the case with most
important things it becomes the most diflicu lt thing to do. It includes a knowledge of
how the student thinks. He thinks in terms
of WANT--ACTION--SATISFACTION---. We have fully covered this
phase of the subject in the talk on "The
Learning Process" where it was pointP.d out
that the teachine; process must go hand in
hand with the learning process. If, in our
teaching, we appeal to the "wants" of the
learner and if we learn to appreciate certain
salesmanship facts such as:
"The customer (student) is alwaf!! right."
The student appreciates a cheerful attitude on your part;
The student appreciates a display of the
fact that you have confidence in him;
The student appreciates sincerity;
The student apnreciates a di11play of personal interest in his welfare;
The student appreciates courtesy;
The student appreciate!! a display of enthusiasm on your part;
The student appreciates an orderly classroom;
then and only then can you truthfully feel
that you are really selling the lesson!! you
are presenting.
Each adult teacher should a11k himself
these questions:
1. Are my methods right for the student?
2. Is my manner too breezy or is it lacking
in enthusiasm?
3. Is my presentation too slow or too fast?
4. Am I talking from my own ooint of view
or from the ooint of view of the student?
5. Am I slovenly in dress or manner?
6. Am I neat in dress and aopearance?
7. Do I recognize that the student is entitled to his own point of view?
8. What criticism can and do my students
make on my work?
9. Am I teaching to serve or serving to
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"Free from that rancid taste" (Negative
teach?
want) (We want to be free from unpleasant
10. Do my students like me?
If these questions can be answered to your things}
We would do well in adult education to
satisfaction then you are probably a successful adult teacher. It should be noted that emulate good advertising practice. What
personal sel ling is a very personal matter does your subject offer that appealsto the
requiring careful thou ght and much tact and wants of your group? Let us see.
Do people want wisdom? Since the begindiplomacy.
The third selling problem-"Gcneral Sel- ning of time men have prayed for wisdom.
Do people want protection? Food? Clothling"-or selling the general public must
be done in a general advertising way. Thi!! ing? Shelter? Health?
should be done as all such advertising is
Do people want to keep up with the prou_sually done by arranging entertainments, cession?
Do people want to be well thought of by
by exhibits, by getting people to visit the
class and by getting the clas!! memhers to others?
tell others about the fine things that are
Do people want information? If not why
do they spend so much time in gossip?
bein~ accomplished.
News stories will reach many people that
Do people want to as!!ociate with other
cannot be reached by the above methods. people?
Stories under titles similar to the following
Do people want good health?
will attract attention and will he read:
Do people want to avoid unpleasant exOld Man Learns to Read and Write
periences?
_Woman Makes Attractive Garments From
Do pP,ople want to make a good living?
Sugar Sacks
Do people want to provide for loved one!!?
Bt;tl Room slippers From Old Felt Hats
Each subject should be analyzed to deferTin Cans make Household Utensils
mine the human wants that subject will satPh·rsical Education Builds Health
isfy. If in making such an analysi!! you are
New Industry Develops through Adult
unable to find many such want!! being satisfied by your course, then, as I have said
Education
before,
something is wrong with your subject
If vou don't think enough of your work to
tell others about it, you can't expect others to matter and you had better revise it. It you
can iliscover the human wants your · !!uhject
advertise it for you.
Examine the advertisements in any maga- satisfies and if you can · get your !!tudents
zine or on any hi1lhoard. What do they ap- to appreciate the fact that your course is
peal to? They appeal to the wants of people. useful to them then you are a succesful
How do they appeal to wants? By wording teacher.
In your announcement of classes either
the advertisement in such a way that it make!!
in
the newsnapers or through posters or perpeople think of either pleasant things that
thev want or unpleasant things they wish to sonal announcements U!!e good advertising
avoid. Here are words chosen from a copy practice, appeal to the want of people by
using such phrases as:
of the Saturday Evening Post.
IMPROVE YOURSELF
"Feathertouch writing"-"Slides with triumphant ease" (We want ease and comfort
Two things are necessary for the improvein writing)
ment of any person:
1. The opportunity for education mu!!t he
"They start on time" ( we want to he on
availahle to you.
time; to be welI thought of)
2. You must have the will to take advan"Protect her with blow out proof General!!"
(Want protection}
tage of that opnortunity.
"Make the world safe for Democracy"SMART PEOPLE
(Safety)
You ilo not have to have a college educa"America prefers"-Campbe11s pork and tion to be smart. Many people are successful
beans (we want what others want}
because they take advantage of every oppo"Camels don't get your wind"-(Negative tunity. to learn something new. Adult classes
want)
for such peonle will he,nn .. . etc.
"New metal tubes" for the radio (SomeWISE MEN STUDY
thing new is wanted)
They are not horn wise. They take advan-
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tage of opportunities to learn new things.
They read, they talk to other wise men, they
attend. evening classes. Be wise; attend the
evening adult class at . . . etc.
YOUR OPPORTUNITY
To acquire an education is here. What's
more you are welcome to attend the adult
class at • • . etc.
.
PRACTICAL EDUCATION PAYS
If you can't buy it-make it. The adult
clothing remodelin& class begins n e x t
Wednesday, October 1 • .. etc.
PROTECT YOURSELF
With an education. Fortunes come and
go. We gain and lose material things but
the knowledge and wisdom we have acquired
no one can take from us . . . etc.
ECONOMIC SECURITY
may be attained only through better education
LINCOLN SAID
"All men are created free and equal" but
they don't stay equal long. Those that study
and improve themselves get ahead. The others
fall behind . . . etc.
KEEP UP WITH THE TIMES
Read the newspaper, read government
bulletins, dealing with Rew governmental
policies. Evening classes in practical readin,r
will begin . . . etc.
b
A DEAL ABOUT THE NEW DEAL
In this plan of our government to promote
~conomic secu~ity for each and every citizen an education program designed to help
people to help themselves has been inaugurated. Classes will he held at ----beginning
from 7 to 9 p.m. etc.

WHAT SHALL WE TEACH?
BY

R. T.

TATUM

Principal Charlton-Pollard High School
Beaumont, Texas
Civilization In A State Of Flux
With the shifting scenes in the social
political, religious, industrial, and economi~
phases of our national life, there is no less
change in the field of our educational life.
The constant change in the several social
institutions of •our country have ushered in
a present demand for revamping revising
and rethinking on the problems 'that mos;
effect the cultural status of our racial and
national welfare. It cannot he surprisingly
strange for one to seem to he unmoved with
the rapidity of change as it moves in its
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unhampered march, because the stand patters
of former ages now face the realm of new
thought and of old things done in a new
way; therefore , those who formerly tended
to cling to the status quo have, alas, come
to the realization of the fact that advancement of a worth while nature can be had
only through the medium of change. Education itself savors of change. Education begins
at birth and ends at the close oi life itst:1i.
We are forever learning in the school of life.
Learning as a result of our experiences and
contacts in the life situations that constantly
present new and challenging ideas. Learning
as we know is of two phases, viz: (a) the
making of new bonds; ( b) the changing of
old bonds. That which makes the classroom
teacher non-progressive and mentally lazy
is the constant or persistent refusal to change
old bonds. The teacher who ignores the
change toward better things and new procedures in attacking and accomplishing old
things in new ways is a hindrance to ,ile
march of progress in the educational activities for broader fields of usefulness. Such a
teacher is a "has been" . A coat or a hat that
is a "has been" should be put into the garbage can and sent to the trash heap. A
human being whose mind is closed to the
new ways of doing better old things is an
enemy to youth. What then shall we teach
the youth of today? One vitally important
element in the constructive teaching of the
youth is the necessity of our teaching boys
and girls rather than hooks. Teach those .
ideas and notions that tend to make a race
or a nation of citizens that will he "mentally
awake and morally straight."

Moulding The Character Of Youth
The making of a useful, law abiding,
thrifty, well meaning and a good doing citizen is of vitally more importance to the
self and to the social order than the amassing of material substance or the ability to
memorize numerous or innumerable facts
contained in hooks. The teaching of those
character traits that will give or assure the
security of life and property and the permanency of all that is good for the harmonious living of mankind must he given
pre-eminence in our classroom instruction.
What then shall we teach? In order to meet
the challenge that is flaunted in the face of
the army of school teachers, parent-teachers
associations, school executives and taxpayers,
it is imperative that we teach in connection
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with and more thoroughly emphasized than
the book-the respect tor law and order, a
regard 101· num,w ngnts, a n:auzauou 0 1
tne 1act Lhat 1t 1s a Lra1t o.i: clia1acter tor an 1u<intc..iuai co pra1.;uco::
sell annegauou u1 sume iusLau1.;es, Lv
e1iminale se1usllness iu ulllers amJ cu lit:·
come imbued wilh the desire to promote the
uest interests ot lhe many and the happiness
or tne group in 01·der that social security
and ecuuurm1.; assurance may be enjoyed by
me lDCUViduai as Wt:H as by lht: l..UdSSe::; • •~ t:
must learn how to live witJ1 people and gel
along with people. The world is cunsideraoiy
mterested in the making of m~ney 01· the
amassing ot matenal wealth. 1t does uot require a man of brains to make money. You
way he unlearned, immoral or unmoral and
yet make money, hut it requires an individual 01 sterling worth and genuine character
lo make a We worth while.
A recent study of the life careers of five
hundred adult male and Jive hundred adult
female criminal offenders reveals that from
two-thirds lo four-fifths of them first mani~·ested delinquent behavior in chHahooa.
(Solomon said '·Train the child in the way
he should go and when he is old he will nol
depart from it" J A study ot one thousand
juvenile offenders shows that the average
age of onset of delinquent behavior is 9 years
7 months. These figures would indicate a
decided need for more character training if
~e public schools are to turn out boys ~d
· girls who will be a benefit and not a hindrance to the progress of society. According
to the Troy ( . Y.) Record, Warden Lawes
of Sing Sing Prison says ''That the more
educati~nal training a youngster gets, the
~ore likely he is to go straight." Regardmg character education, President G. l{uthven
of the University of Michigan says in his
annual report: " Schools may profitably devote mu?h attention to developing habits of
thoughtfulness, tolerance, honor, fidelity,
kindness and truthfulness. Schools shouid
not neglect the cultivation of the intellect
hut they should also freely admit and he prepared to act on Emerson's thesis that 'Character is higher than intellect'."
Practical Outcomes of Teaching
In evaluating the worth of teaching, we
can well determine something almost tangi.ble when we can see in an obvious manner
some practical usage of what we boast ~f
teaching. (1) Do our pupils know what to
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do? (2) Can they do that which they know?
(3) Will they do that which they know and
that which they can do? Do they practice
those seemingly small acts of courtesy and
the civilities that serve as earmarks of an
educated man ? Do they express their gratitude to their benefactors for kindnesses ex•
tended them or do they impress the casual
observer with the idea that the pupil merely
lives to receive, to enjoy, to consume and to
die ? Educational experts have derived what
is termed as an I. Q. or Intelligence Quotient,
the same being the result obtained by dividing the mental age by the chronological age.
Modern or rather more progressive educators
have become absorbed in division of a far
more lasting nature.
They are concerned
about the quotient obtained by using the
actual achievement of mankind as a dividend
and using the standard of righteousness as
enunciated by the Fatherhood of God and
the brotherhood of man as the divisor and
finally getting as a ratio or a quotient that
yields not so much to the petty prejudices,
secret evils and injustices dealt by man to
man, but it rather gives us a C. Q. or a character quotient. What shall we teach? The
challenge of the hour, the need of the social
order and the present demand for a stability
of home, security of government, happiness
of life and an assurance of life linked with
economic satisfaction obviously show that
we must teach pupils-(1 ) How to learn
(2) What to learn
( 3) How to live with people
( 4) How to get along with people
( 5) To live not for self alone
(6) To be grateful unto our benefactors
(7) To have an abiding faith that it pays
to live right, do right and die right,
in brief it is more honorable to possess character of a high a_nd worthy
type than it is to amass an abundance
of worldly goods, and know many
scientific facts.

PLAN OF MEMBERSHIP ADOPTED BY
DELEGATE ASSEMBLY OF THEN.
A. T. C. S. IN BALTIMORE
1. The president and secretary of every
state teacher organization and of every large
local teachers organization that accepts this
plan shall become members of the General
Council of the National Association of Teachers in Colored Schools by virtue of their
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election to their office in their state or local hassee, July 30, 1935, will ratify it and
association. They shall replace the state rep- thereafter each state in collecting memberresentatives now set up in the General Coun- ship for its own association will collect 50c
from each of its members for the National
cil.
2. A fee of 50c per member will be col- Association. The state affiliating will be enlected in each state organization which adopts titled to representation in the Delegate Asthis plan. This 50c will he collected from sembly and General Council. Each member
every member of the state or local organiza- in a state affiliating will receive the Bulletin.
tion to be turned over to the secretary of the In states that do not adopt this plan and in
N. A. T. C. S. by the officers of the state or states where there are no state or local assolocal association. This 50c will he a full ciations, the National Association memherannual paid-up membership in the N. A. T. shi o fee will continue at $1.50.
C. S. This 50c N. A. T. C. S. fee will be colThe National Association of Teachers in
lected from every member of the state or ·Colored Schools, in its meeting at Tallahaslocal organization at the same time the see, Florida, July 30-August 2, 1935. adopted
annual state or local fee is collected.
this Montgomery Plan of Membership.
Persons who are not members of their
state or local teachers association or who re- CORRECTIONS
side in states which do not adopt 50c memA few minor errors appeared in the
bership plan will pay annual membership fee
Jubilee Number of the Texas Standard as
of $1.50.
follows:
Libraries, societies, etc., will pay an anOn the coverlid, L. C. An<lerson, First
nual membership fee of $1.50.
President-1884-1888 should read L. C.
Anderson, First President-1885-1889.
3. It will he the duty of the general counOn page 5 following 13. I. M. Burgan
cil annually to select one topic for investithe word (Deceased) should not appear.•
gation. The topic shall deal with some probOn page 4 Part I. should read Chaoter
lem given to all the states having dual systems
I. and on page 8 Part II. should rpnd
of education or some problem highly imChaoter II.
portant in the field of education. A topic
ELEVEN in paragraph one on page 8
for investigation may he continued for more
should read sixteen.
than one year if the General Council so deCHEEP on pae:e 15 should read CHEAP.
cides.
The word EIGHT in front of night
4. There shall he an annual publication
schools on page 16 should be omitted.
of the study which will be decided upon by
Through misunderstanding, the cut of
the General Council and a copy of the publiT.
B. Mitchell was left out.
cation will be mailed to every member of the •
National Association of Teachers in Colored
Galveston, Texas
Schools.
November 29, 1934
5. This plan should be submitted to the
The
Report
of the Executive Secretary
various state and local associations ·a t their
COLORED TEACHERS' STATE
next meeting for ratification , approval or
ASSOCIATION
disapproval.
Of TeX<M
The President and Executive Secretary
Report
compiled
by R. T. Tatum
shall select two persons in each state to preBeaumont, Texa!!
sent this matter to their state associations
and make report of the decision of the state
RECEIPTS
association to the Executive Secretary.
Amount Received Office Expense .. S 50.00
6. The next annual meeting of the N. A. T. April Issue Texas Standard . . . . . . . . 103.00
C. S. shall canvass the result of the action of September Issue Texas Standard . . . . 115.00
the various state and local associations in their November Issue of Texas Standard,
consideration of this plan, and if enough
Buttons, Receipt books, Ballots, etc., 150.00
favorable action has taken place they shall
present the plan to the Dele1?;ate Assembly Total cash received .............. S 418.00
of the N. A. T. C. S. for definite action.
Total amount expenditures . . . . . . $ 396.98
Should a sufficient number of states adopt Balance on hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S 21.02
this plan, the Association meeting of Talla- All debts have been paid.
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EXPENDITURES
Transportation
From Beaumont to Bay City ...... S 6.20
From Beaumont to Houston ...... $ 3.03
Communications
To telegrams and long distance call!
on official matters ............ S 4.25
Calls and telel?rams were sent in November.
The bills to evidence the
amounts have not been received.
Hauling
To hauling 3 issues of the Texas
Standard .. . ... .. ............ $
3.00
Printing
To printing of 80 receipt books (duplicate form) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S 22.50
To printin~ of ballots (1000) . . . .
5.50
To April Issue Texas Standard . . . .
93.00
To mailing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18.00
To September Issue Texas Standard
90.00
To Mailing September Issue . . . . . .
8.00
To November Issue Texas Standard
90.00
To Mailing ovemher Issue . . . . . .
10.00
1000 Buttons ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20.13
• COLLECTORS OF MEMBERSHIP FEES
COLORED TEACHERS' STATE ASSOCIATION
OF TEXAS

Professor T. B. Mitchell-Kendleton, Texas
Professor L . M. Johnson-1130 E. Humboldt
Street, Ft. Worth, Texas
Professor H. B. ;Pemberton, Sr.-110 Wiley Avenue, Marshall, Texas
Mrs. M. A. Gunter, Rt. 5, Box 142, Henderson,
Texa-s
Professor I. Q. Hurdle-1416 E. 12th Street,
Austin, Texas
Professor M. B. Davis-Box 1253, Jacksonville,
Texas
Mrs. A. B. I. Estelle-Rt. 2, Box 117, Chapel
Hill, Texas
Professor Rogers Austin-829 Border Street,
Tyler, Texas
Professor J . H . Rowe-Jasper, Texas
)?rofessor A. D. Sheffield-508 S. Wheeler
Street, Victoria, Texas
Professor F . R. Pierson-901 Music street, Sherman, Texas
Professor T. W. ,P ratt-3612 Thomas Avenue,
Dallas, Texas
Professor J . D. Ryan-Jack Yates High School,
Houston, Texas
Professor H . T. Davis-West District School,
Galveston, Texas
Professor 0. J. Thomas-Box 446. Cameron,
Texas
Professor A. E. Holland-809 Rosewood Street,
Wichita Falls, Texas
Dean R. O'Hara Lanier-2610 Elgin Street,
Houston, Texas
Professor E. R. Watkins-Rt. 2, Box 72, Point,
Texas
Professor A. E, Alton-Texarkana, Texas
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14.00
Clerical hire .......... . ....... .
9.37
Miscellaneous stamp purchases
Publications
3 Issues of Texas Standard to date
with 1200 copies of each issue.
Number letters written ...... . .... . 468
Work Accomplished
Amount collected for memberships S 56.00
Copies of Texas Standard mailed to each
member. Conies of Texas Standard mailed
to County School Superintendents. City
School Superintendents. Texas State Department of Education, College and citv libraries.
Permit 44 was granted for mailing purposes of the Colored Teachers' State Asso<'i::ition of Texas.
The wei~ht of the paper in the September
11.nd November Issues of the Texas Stan~ard
was reduced in comparison with that of
Anril hence the variance in mailing costs.
Manv cooies of the September issue were
sent in bulk form, hence another reduction
in mailing cost.
Professor G. W . Reeves-Prairie View Stat!!
Collel!e. Prairie View. Texas
Professor W. E. Jones-Colored High School,
Navasota, Texas
Professor A. M. Story-Palestine. Texl!s
Professor G. C . Armstronl!-Libertv. Texal'
Mrs. Emma Wallace-Moton High School,
Orange, Texas
Professor T. T. Pollard-Beaumont. Texas
Professor R. E. Bevis-628 S. 12th Street. Waco,
Texas
Profess0r T. L . Hollev-1547 E. Crockett Street,
San Antonio, Texas
Professor H. T. Wise, Corsicana, Texas
Professor A. E. Flewellyn-Texarkana. Texas
Professor R. A. Atkinson-Box 151, Wharton,
Texas
Professor T. I.. Humphrey--Conroe. Texns
Professor S. W. Houston-Huntsville, Texas
Professor W. o . Bundy-El Paso, Texas
Professor F . G. Brown-San Anl!elo. Texas
Professor E. A. Kemp-Box 572, Columbu!,
Texas
Professor E. H. Henry-Eagle Lake, Texas
Professor Archie L. Anderson - Rosenberg,
Texas
Professor W. H. Brandon-P. 0. Box 722, Lufkin, Texas
Professor G. D. Giddings-302 S. Guadalupe
Street, Seguin, Texas
Professor T. C. Ayers--Colored High School,
Corpus Christi, Texas
Professor E. J . Campbell-Box 372, Nacogdoches, Texas.
Professor R. C. Neal-Bryan, Texas
Professor J . H. Allen-Paris, Texas
Professor A. G. Hilliard-Bay City, Texas
·P rofessor A. L. Turner--Carthage, Texas

